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This is classified on our record as the first
backup and is retained for 13 months.
If there are any unforeseen issues during our
setup that are suspected to be related to our
software, we can investigate by comparing
both states.
Once the full setup is finished, a recurring
monthly schedule of a complete site backup
is set.

First
Backup

Summary

Full Site Backups.
Prior to beginning the full setup of our
ServeWP system & maintenance suite, we
perform a complete backup of your client's
site to capture its current "pre-ServeWP"
state.

→ Duplicator Pro
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We'll create a new admin user called
ServeWP Support.
We'll update the site administrator to our
support email address to monitor all critical
site issues.
We'll install our ServeWP dashboard
plugin that assists us in managing your
client's website end-to-end.

Setup

SummarySetup ServeWP.
Once the first backup has been completed,
we'll begin getting everything ready to plug
your client's site into our ServeWP
management console.
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We setup an HTTP response alert to inform
our support team of any abnormalities.
If we receive a notification our team will
manually inspect the site to see if anything is
wrong.
If they notice an issue, a ticket is created and
escalated to our technical support team.

Uptime
Monitoring

SummaryMonitor 24x7.
We set up our uptime monitoring early on to
ensure that we eyes and ears on your
client's website 24/7. If we notice anything
out of the norm, we'll respond accordingly.
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We set up daily incremental backups to kick-
off at 1 am (website time).
Incremental backups only backup the
changes made between the last backup.
These can be when a new page or post has
been created, a new plugin installed, a new
record added to the database, or any other
minor change.

Incremental
Backups

Summary

Backed up Daily.
We next set up what's known as
'incremental' backups. These are backups
that only capture the minor changes made to
a site throughout the day.

→ Snapshot Pro
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Site Updated.
We'll now prepare your client's site to
receive important updates issued through
our WordPress update service.

We disable automatic updates of plugins,
themes & core updates. These are dangerous
and often break websites.
We set up our own update service that
performs an incremental backup before any
update.
Our update service also peer reviews plugins
and reports any common faults prior to
giving them the greenlight to update.

Website
Updates

Summary
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We set up our security plugin called
Defender Pro.
We set up hourly malware scanning and
reporting.  
We clean any suspicious files.
We lockdown the website with user 2FA.
We monitor for any plugins that are installed,
that may pop up in malware newsletters.

On-Site
Security

Summary
Secured Within.
We'll now get serious and begin locking
down your client's website from within,
putting the walls up to help block potential
hackers from getting in.

→ Defender Pro
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Network Secured.
The walls are safe, but the plumbing's
leaking. Network traffic flow can be easily
exploited and used to gain entry to your site.
That's why we use enterprise-grade security
to protect the pipes and filter the water.

→ Cloudflare

We set up an account on Cloudflare and
utilise their enterprise-grade network
security.
We migrate your client's DNS records into
the account and use proxies to block the
website's true IP address from being
revealed.
We set up Cloudflare's SSL certificate to fully
protect the network integrity.

Off-Site
Security

Summary
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Audit administrator users.
Separate shared accounts: replace with one
account per person.
Enforce 2FA for all admins.
Enforce complex passwords.
Restrict access to the site's file system.
Set a 24 hour admin login session expiration.

User Audits.
The final piece of security protection is to
inspect which users have administrator
access and conduct a full audit on the
account. After all, there's no point of having
on-site and off-site security protection if the
trojan horse walks right through the gates.

User
Audits

Summary
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Enhance Speed.
Time to put this site in hyperdrive. We check
desktop & mobile performance and enable
file & image optimisation to improve speed.

→ Hummingbird

Improve website speed scores.
Safely compress CSS & JS files.
Delay intensive graphic animations.
Lazy load images.
Enable website caching.
Connect to our worldwide CDN.
Correctly size & compress images.
Convert images to WebP.

Site
Performance

Summary

+  Smush Pro
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Get Indexed.
Getting indexed is the most important part
of SEO. If your client's site isn't configured
correctly, they'll never appear in search
engines. That's why we make sure to tick
this box for you.

→ SmartCrawl

Sitemaps enabled.
robots.txt optimised.
Schema markup ready.
Search engines pinged.
Site titles and metadata ready to be set.
Traffic monitoring enabled.

Basic
SEO

Summary
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DFY Reports.
To ensure that your client knows exactly
what we've been up-to to maintain their
site's health, we'll send them a monthly
report to keep them informed.

Professional monthly report of all our work.
White-labeled with your branding (if chosen).
Keep your client informed & happy.

Client
Reporting

Summary
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Always Maintained.
And finally, we'll keep your website fully
optimised, secured, backed up, and updated
all month long to ensure that it's safe and
running optimally. What's more, if we
encounter any issues, our technical team of
Wordpress developers will fix it.

Daily incremental backups.
Monthly full backups.
Secured from attackers.
Files & images optimised.
Speed enhancements. 
Free technical support.
Monthly client reports.

Monthly
Maintenance

Summary
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